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 Introduction  of  i6  Cloud  service  system a



       I： The monitoring system centered on the LXC 6610/LXC 6620 cloud controller, which is the world's first push, directly 
transmits data to the health cloud service system. Users use the mobile phone APP or computer for remote control

       II: A monitoring system centered on commonly used brand controllers, which is equipped with a data collector LXI 980 that is 
compatible with many brand controllers. The LXI 980 transmits data to the health cloud service system. Users use the mobile 
phone APP or computer for remote control.

  i6 Cloud Service  
   The  advanced  
hardware  equipment

 Excellent  i6 Cloud    
service platform 

Two networking methods:：



       I: The special oil engine controller of base station can be used to monitor the 48V battery voltage in the machine room, which is used as the 
control signal of the oil engine when it starts. After the power outage, when the 48V battery is detected to have power, the oil engine will not be 
started, and only when it is lower than the threshold value, the oil engine can be started to generate electricity, so as to save fuel. 

       II： Using the special controller of the base station, you can set a time period to prohibit starting-up automatically. When it is set as 2:00 
to 5:00 a.m. to prohibit starting-up, if the mains power is cut off within this time period, the unit will not start  automatically , so as to save 
fuel. 

I6 Cloud Service  The advanced      
hardware  equipment

Excellent  I6 Cloud    
service platform

Power supply 

Battery pack to  power

While monitoring the 
power supply, 
48VDC battery pack is 
also monitored 

 Communication base station case



  No matter anywhere in the world, as long as there is the 

network, you can use mobile   phones or computers to  

monitor the operation data of the generator set, control 

and manage the generator set remotely.

In addition to monitoring the basic information  of 

the unit, it can also monitor the excitation voltage, 

the output voltage of the electric regulation, the 

bearing temperature, the winding temperature, 

etc. 

-Remote monitoring and control 

AccuracyOverall monitoring to ensure 
the condition of the Genset
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Patented connection technology 
with unlimited network and region 

Remote monitoring and control 

Patent  technology of  Black box 

Early failure prevention

Technical characteristics of Cloud Controller 

LXC6610/20 WIFI
Lxc6610 / 20 4G all Netcom 

Lxc6610 / 20 Wifi version, which doesn’t restricted by regional communication signals, connects health cloud through router Wifi  to 

realize global barrier free unit monitoring. This controller has patent technology of black box for online monitoring. 

Lxc6610 / 20 4G all Netcom version, which is a black box cloud controller can access to the Internet  directly and has a built-in 

communication module and an external IOT network card. This controller has patented black box technology for online monitoring. 

Dedicated to the functions required for the 
base station start and stop automatically 



Multiple connection modes  and  more choices 

Remote monitoring and Control 

Intelligent data capture 

Patent technology of black box - Remote fault diagnosis 

Multiple interfaces, compatible with many brand controllers 

Technical Features of  Data Collector (LXI980 )

LXI980-ET  Screen
LXI980     All Netcom

Lxi980 wireless data acquisition module is a professional Internet of things data collector, which adopts multi interface, multi protocol analysis, data 

collection and transmission technology, as well as black box patent technology with online monitoring. 



i6 Cloud service platform  c



 Large screen display, PC terminal, mobile app, three platforms display in an all-round way, real-
time monitoring and feedback of the latest status of the generator set

Three platforms –  omnibearing feedback of generator set status   



 PC terminal – Genset monitoring 

       a. Genset list:  add units quickly,  search corresponding units quickly, and modify  information of unit

 Check the status of unit、 real-time monitoring data、 18 seconds black box data record and fault analysis、 alarm record、 

operation record、authorization management and  fuel management, etc. 

I. Genset monitoring: genset list  + distribution of genset + large screen monitoring 



 PC terminal - unit monitoring

       b.  Distribution of genset: view the real-time location of the genset, click the unit icon for remote operation, and view the operation 

status. 

I、 Genset monitoring : genset list +distribution of genset + large screen monitoring 



 PC terminal - Genset monitoring

      c. Large screen monitoring: standalone page, which can be rotated according to the real-time status of the genset to realize the real-time 

status monitoring of all gensets. 

I、Genset monitoring: Genset list + distribution of genset+ large screen monitoring 



 PC terminal – Genset  management 

       a. Genset parts:  The users can add new classified management according to their own genset engine model, generator 

model, camera information, water tank and other brands to realize one-to-one data management. 

II、 Genset management: Genset parts + Genset  maintenance + running time statistics 



 PC terminal - Unit management 

      b、Genset maintenance: the user can check, maintain and replace according to the relevant consumables, running time or standby 

time of the genset. 

II、 Genset management: genset parts + genset  maintenance + running time statistics 

 



 PC端--机组管理

      c. Running time statistics: you can customize the batch statistics of the running time of the genset. The data can be exported 

for report use. 

II、 Genset management: Genset parts + Genset  maintenance + running time statistics 



With  the  cam era  em bedding 
technology, the site environment 
of the cloud generator set can be 
clearly seen in the remote, so as to 
avoid dangerous events caused by  
unexpected operation. 

The Real time data display of 
generator set operation. 

Display the detailed data of the 
engine in real time to know 
whether the engine operates 
normally in real time. 

Display the detailed data of the 
generator in real time to know  
whether the indexes of the 
generator are in the normal 
range. 

Remote monitoring display  by mobile
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COMPANY PROFIlE
        Dongguan Tuancheng Automation Equipment Co., Ltd， It is committed to the R & D, manufacturing, sales and 

service of electric control system of generator set. It provides high-quality generator set controller, AVR, charger and other 

products for global customers. Since 2012, it has provided system integration (generator set management system) services 

for communication base stations. Now, it has provided cloud services for more than 15000 generator sets in the world: 

scheduling management of generator sets. , cost settlement management, unit power generation management, field 

maintenance services, fuel management, etc., are favored by users at home and abroad. 



Patent technology of remote fault diagnosis and health monitoring 

 The invention provides a generator set remote fault diagnosis and health monitoring system, which comprises a generator set data collector module 

and a cloud server module. Realize the functions of remote online fault diagnosis, potential fault alarm and performance analysis for more than 1000 

generating units by a cloud server at the same time, improve the efficiency and accuracy of diagnosis , reduce labor cost and travel cost, discover 

potential faults in advance, and keep the generator set in a healthy state all the time.



Patent technology of Black box recording 

               When the generator set is in bad condition, the  

manufacturer will obtain 18 seconds of black box records 

directly through the cloud server. The technicians  will  

analyze the data, conduct  remote fault diagnosis, reduce 

the time of   communication  between the manufacturer 

and the user on the failure situation, analyze the cause of 

unit failure quickly , and solve the problem.



When the generator set is in bad condition, 

the manufacturer will obtain 18 seconds of 

black box records directly through the cloud 

server. The technicians  will  analyze the 

data, conduct  remote fault diagnosis, 

reduce the time of   communication  

between the manufacturer and the user on 

the failure situation, analyze the cause of 

unit failure quickly , and solve the problem. 

Fast  problem resolution- patented technology of Black box 



       When the generator set is out of order, find out the 

cause of failure quickly through remote fault diagnosis, and 

inform the nearest maintenance provider (maintenance 

worker) to go for maintenance, so as to solve the problem 

quickly and accurately. 

Adopting the patent technology of remote fault 

diagnosis  is to avoid excessive errors of service  and  

problems caused by wrong operation or improper 

operation of users, and even solve some faults directly 

and remotely with the help of users. 

Reduce the cost of after-sales service 

Improve the quality of  after-sales service

 For example： In case of failure to start the generator set, the technical 

personnel of the manufacturer can quickly check the data of every second during the 

failure process of starting the user set through the PC terminal or mobile app (using 

the fault diagnosis of APP to demonstrate ), for example: what is the speed during 

the start process? What is the oil pressure? How much is the battery voltage reduced? 

What's the charger voltage... Through these data, technicians can easily remote 

troubleshooting, for some simple problems or improper use of users, they can solve 

them quickly. 

Reduce the cost of after-sales service  and 
improve the quality of  after-sales service 



Example: record of Black box  with patented technology 

Example: 

When the generator set fails to start, I6 health 

cloud remotely checks various data during the 

start-up process to determine the cause of the 

failure. Analysis: the fuel output of the controller 

is normal, the speed is normal, but the output of 

the electronic governor is 0V, indicating that 

there is no output voltage to turn on the fuel, 

which eventually leads to the failure of start.



      Reminder  of intelligent 
maintenance and management

 According to the record  of outage , the system  will check which  is the key unit to be maintained. Tracking 

the generation records of the unit,  calculating the maintenance reminder time automatically according to 

the accumulated generation time, so that the maintenance management becomes intelligent.

Maintenance management - reminder  of intelligent maintenance 



Early failure prevention 

      The technology of early fault prevention , the 

computer can through  more than 130 fault models, 

fuzzy reasoning that built-in, timely detection of various 

complex early faults to achieve  early failure prevention. 

In addition, it can continuously increase the fault model 

knowledge of , and realize the infinite expansion of 

diagnosis ability.



 Based on the strong R & D strength  of LIXiSE, 

through the communication optimization of the 

collector and server, and through years of testing 

and operation, it is proved that the connection is 

stable, the reaction speed is fast, and the line is not 

dropped.

Optimal combination of hardware and software, 
stable connection  without dropping



Economic benefits - 25% reduction of routine inspection cost 

1
Health examination 

The health examination technology provided by I6 cloud 
platform can conduct physical examination remotely for 
oil engines every week and generate weekly and monthly 
health reports. 。
Improve unit reliability 
 The potential faults or initial faults can be 
found in time, and improve the health 
coefficient of the oil engine.

Reduce the cost of monthly routine inspection 

According to the statistics of actual operation data, the cost 
of labor and vehicle travel for routine inspection can be 
reduced by 25%. 
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